How much does it cost to join?
Dylans Casting Agency does not charge any joining or admin fees; we work solely
on commission.
That said, there are some costs which all actors should expect to pay in order to
have a good chance of work.
Although it's technically possible to represent clients without professional headshots
and without a listing on Spotlight, realistically it is very hard to secure appointments
for clients without them.
It's an incredibly competitive market, and casting directors often find the talent they
need exclusively on Spotlight and don't need to look any further.
We recommend that all our clients pay for a listing on Spotlight.
This currently costs £100 per year; clients also require professional headshots
which we are able to arrange with our photographers for £10.
Looking for representation?
If you are interested in applying for representation, please read the information
below and send your application by e-mail to magsdylan@icloud.com

How to apply:
The agency represents actors aged from three years old to mid-twenties.
Here’s how to apply if you're interested in our representation
Please email the following to magsdylan@icloud.com:
•

The name and date of birth of the person seeking representation

•

A short paragraph letting us know about any previous acting experience, or
any skills you think may be of interest to us (i.e. musical instrument / dancing
grades, sports, etc). You can attach a CV if you wish.

•

Your home address and contact phone number.

•

A recent head and shoulders photograph (doesn’t need to be professional).

•

We also require a short poem or monologue. Learn it and video yourself
performing it. We need to get an idea of the applicant's level of ability.

Actors are regularly required to self-tape scenes for casting directors, and we need
to know that you're able to do it!
•

If you have any links to videos which you’ve posted on-line, you're welcome to
send us these as well.
Please do not attach any video files to your email!

